The concepts of the modified tuple coincidence points and the mixed finite monotone property is introduced in this paper. Also, the existence and uniqueness of modified tupled coincidence point is discusses without continuous condition for mappings having mixed finite monotone property in generalized metric spaces.
Introduction
In 2000,iDhage [1] introduced -metric space as a generalization of metric space and he proved many results in this spaceibut in 2005, Mustafa and Sims [2] proved thatithe results presented by Dhage are invalid in topological structure and hence they introducedi -metric space and as a generalized of metric space. On other Bhashkar andiLakshmikantham in [3] introduced the conceptiof coupled fixed point and proved the existence of a coupledifixed theoremiin partiallyiordered complete metric space. In 2009, Lakshmikantham and Ciric [4] definedimixedi -monotone propertyiand coupled coincidenceipoint in partiallyiordered metric spaces, also in 2011, Berinde and Borcut [5] introduced the concept ofitriple fixed pointiand proved some resultsia roundiand in 2012, Berinde and Borcut [6] defined the concept of triple Coincidenceipoint and establishedisome triple Coincidenceipoint theoremsiin partially orderedimetric space. In this paper, we will give a mixed finite monotone property and modified tupled coincidence point with study the existence of modified tupled coincidence point in partially ordered generalized metric space.
2.Background
In this section, we recall some definitions and properties introduced by Mustafa and Simis [2] 
Definition 1
Let beia nonemptyiset, : → be a function satisfying: Then the function is called generalized metric and the pair (X, ) is called a generalized metric space or more specially _ metric space.
Definition 2
Let (X, ) be ai _ metricispace, and let be a sequence of points of .We say that is _convergentito if lim , → , , 0, thatiis, for any 0 there exist ∈ ℕ such that , , , for all , .We call the limit of sequence and write → or lim ,→ .
Definition 3
Let (X, ) be a _ metric space, A sequence is called _cauchy sequence if for any 0 there exist ∈ ℕ such that , , for all , ,
, that is, , , → 0 , , → ∞ .
Proposition 4
Let (X, ) be a _ metricispace. A mapping is called _continuousiat ∈ if and if it is _sequentiallycontinuous at , that is ,wheneveri is _convergentito , _convergentito .
Proposition 5
A _ metric space (X, ) is called _completeiif every _cauchyisequence is _convergentiin (X, ).
Main Results
In this section, the modification of tupled coincidence point is proposed as the follows:
Definition 6
Let , be a partiallyiordered set. 
Corollary 12
Let , , be a partiallyiordered generalizedimetric space .Under the same assumptions of theorem (8) Then , , … , , have a modified tupled coincidence point .
4.Conclusion
The new concepts of modified tupledicoincidence points and mixed finite monotone property are introduced. Also, we established some modified tupled coincidence theorems in partially ordered generalized metric space.
